


BERNE
The design of this chair is simple and functional, but 
with its own design twist. The chair leg, passing into 
the side surface of the backrest, is a distinctive feature 
of this model. Due to this, the chair looks very stylish 
and aesthetically pleasing.
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NORTH
The chair "Nord" has a simple shape with an 
interesting wood-framed back. It combines 
minimalism, convenience and conciseness. This model 
will perfectly fit into the modern interior and will 
become the main vacation spot for the whole family.
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SCANDI
This chair model has a simple and laconic design. Strict 
rectangular shapes without decorative frills convey an 
atmosphere of freedom and lightness. The Scandi 
chair transforms any room, filling it with warmth and 
comfort.
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COLOGNE

The Cologne chair is compact. The minimalist 
European design allows this model to be used in the 
design of various areas of the home interior.
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HOLZ
The slightly curved backrest makes the chair 
comfortable for long seating. Holz is made of solid 
beech. Natural wood creates a feeling of warmth and 
comfort.
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MARCO 01
Chair "Marko 01" is a representative of the classic 
Scandinavian design. The comfortable shape of the 
back and seat allows you not to get tired for a long 
time being in one place. And thanks to the proven 
design and numerous color combinations, the chair is 
ideal for an office, a cafe, or a home interior.
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Marco 02
Chair "Marko 02" is made in classic Scandinavian 
style. A comfortable soft back and seat allows you to 
sit as comfortably as possible. And thanks to its 
interesting design and the ability to play with color 
combinations, the chair is ideal for office, cafe and 
home interiors.
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HARMONY 03
The Harmony 03 table is a compromise for those who 
want to combine comfort and coziness while eating, 
reading and spending time with family and friends. 
Ideal for modern Scandinavian interiors.
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HARMONY 01
Harmony 01 is a coffee table with a successful 
combination of excellent design and ergonomics. It is 
stable and reliable, ideal for modern public and home 
interiors.
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HARMONY 02
The "Harmony 02" table combines modern design 
trends and structural reliability, perfect for both a 
creative, bright interior and a traditional 
Scandinavian interior.
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HARMONY 05
Harmony 05 is a coffee table with a non-standard 
design and a stable structure. Its ergonomics will 
allow you to feel comfortable and cozy during a coffee 
break with a pleasant companion.
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HARMONY 06
Harmony 06 is a coffee table that attracts attention 
with its practicality and original design. The table top, 
made in the form of a drop, is the main highlight in 
the design of this table.
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Advantages:

Large selection of fabrics

MDF veneered with oak

Polyurethane foam

Solid beech European

Solid beech



Colors:
Oil-wax
natural white ebony

Stain
oak natural beech cherries

light oak nut 2 nut 6

walnut 9 walnut cognac nut tobacco Birch tree

Enamels

Ivory white gray black



Montana

4 eleven fourteen

17 18 twenty

601 602 802

804 805 903



Wool
violet stone silver

red olive milk

gray graphite gold

dimgray denim coffee

cocoa chocolate caramel

camel brown black

beige aquamarine



Sherlok

110 290 932

293 232 238

520 653 673

975 980 993

750 784



Benefits of working with us

wide dealer network time-tested company profitable affiliate programs

well-established system of cargo transportation wide assortment line 100% quality control

Our contact details

THE ADDRESS CONTACTS WE WORK WEBSITE

Republic of Belarus, +375 33 658 89 88 
230005 Grodno, st. + 375 44 720 28 89
Myasnitskaya, 10 + 375 152 39 99 97

op1@goldoptima.by

Mon-Fri, 9: 00-17: 00 www.goldoptima.ru
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